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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The invention relates to the field of Cloud Foun-
dry platform system.

STATE OF THE PRIOR ART

[0002] Cloud Foundry is an open source, multi cloud
application platform as a service (PaaS). It is promoted
for continuous delivery as it supports the full application
development lifecycle, from initial development through
all testing stages to deployment. Cloud Foundry’s con-
tainer-based architecture runs applications in any pro-
gramming language over a variety of cloud service pro-
viders. This multi-cloud environment allows developers
to and moves those workloads as necessary within min-
utes with no changes to the application.
[0003] Amazon Web Service (AWS) is a secure cloud
computing platform which give access to different serv-
ices and particularly to AWS Relational Database Service
(AWS RDS), and AWS RDS Aurora which is a fully man-
aged, MySQL - PostgreSQL-compatible, relational data-
base engine. AWS RDS Aurora combines the seed and
reliability of high-end commercial databases with simplic-
ity and cost-effectiveness of open source databases.
AWS RDS provides administration for Aurora by handling
routine database task such as provisioning, patching,
backup, recovery, failure detection and repair; it also pro-
vides push-button migration tools to convert existing Am-
azon RDS for MySQL and Amazon RDS for PostgreSQL
application to Aurora
[0004] However, on a regular Cloud Foundry platform
system, the AWS RDS service is not available to appli-
cations through Cloud Foundry platform.
[0005] In addition, applications in Cloud Foundry plat-
form using MySql can not always use the AWS RDS for-
mat which is more efficient for increase operational
speed.
[0006] Therefore there is a need for a system that al-
lows developers to use such services.

DISCUSSION OF THE INVENTION

[0007] The present invention therefore has the object
of proposing a Services broker application for Cloud
Foundry platform which will provision and de-provision
required Aurora database instance in AWS.
[0008] Indeed, the created database instance can be
used to bind and unbind to compatible application, giving
the possibility of overcoming at least one portion of the
drawbacks of the prior art.
[0009] Aurora Service broker (2) for Cloud Foundry
platform allowing the developer to provide, manage and
scale their application in a cloud wherein the Aurora Serv-
ice broker (2) comprise an hardware and software ar-
rangement (20, 21, 22, 23) consisting of at least one proc-

essor and a memory provided with software, the proces-
sor being able to execute software stored in the memory
to form an interface between the Cloud Foundry Open
source Platform and Amazon Web Service (3) allowing
the AWS Cloud Service available to applications through
Cloud Foundry platform, wherein the interface between
the Cloud Foundry Open source Platform and Amazon
Web Service (3) comprises an hardware and software
arrangement consisting of at least one processor and a
memory provided with software, the processor being able
to execute software stored in the memory to form at least
a Rds Broker (20), a Rds Helper (21), Credentials infor-
mation memorized (22), Service and Plans information
memorized (23) in memory.
[0010] Advantageously, the Rds Broker is a first class
that communicates to cloud foundry platform by imple-
menting API which Cloud foundry platform calls. such as
Authenticate, Catalog, Provision, Poll for Provision, Poll
for De-provision, Bind, Unbind, De-provision.
[0011] In another embodiment, the Rds Helper is a sec-
ond class that implements methods called by Rds Broker
class to communicate with AWS by using ’aws-sdk’ li-
brary methods to perform requested operations on AWS
and shares information back to Rds Broker class.
[0012] Advantageously, Credentials information are
memorized in a module, which contains the credentials
to authenticate the service broker application, AWS cre-
dentials and RDS Aurora instance Administrator creden-
tials.
[0013] Advantageously, Service and Plans information
are memorized in a module, which can be separated in
two sub modules: Service and Plans, Service/Plans mod-
ule can contain the catalog information that RDS Broker
class module share with the platform, the catalog infor-
mation can be the services and plans details.
[0014] An other objet is a Cloud Foundry platform sys-
tem comprising at least:

• an hardware and software arrangement forming a
Cloud Controller.

• an hardware and software arrangement forming at
least one Application environment each running one
Application (App A, App B, App C), share by the cloud
Controller in "VCAP_SERVICES",

• an hardware and software arrangement forming a
Interface for the user,

wherein the Cloud Foundry platform comprise also an
hardware and software arrangement forming an Aurora
Service Broker according to the invention.
[0015] Advantageously, the hardware and software ar-
rangement forming a Aurora Service Broker allows the
execution of Aurora instances on an hardware and soft-
ware arrangement forming by Aurora Service included
in the AWS RDS service to run AWS specific application
and share them to the Cloud Controller.
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SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0016] Other features, details and advantages of the
invention will become apparent upon reading the descrip-
tion which follows with reference to the appended figures,
which illustrate:

- Fig. 1, illustrates the Service Broker on Cloud foun-
dry environment witih AWS RDS Aurora Service

- Fig. 2 represents an example of available Service
Broker communication with Cloud foundry platform
and AWS

- Fig. 3 represents an example of available Aurora
Service Broker internal modules.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF DIFFERENT EMBODI-
MENTS OF THE

INVENTION

[0017] Many combinations may be contemplated with-
out departing from the scope of the invention; one skilled
in the art will select either one depending on economical,
ergonomical, dimensional constraints or others which
he/she will have to observe.
[0018] Cloud Foundry platform system is powered by
Core OSS Cloud foundry which is Open source Platform
as a Service. It allows the developer to provide, manage
and scale their application in the cloud as hassle free
process.
[0019] More particularly, according to an embodiment
illustrated by the figure 1, a Cloud Foundry platform can
comprise at least:

• an hardware and software arrangement forming a
Cloud Controller (1).

• an hardware and software arrangement forming a
Service Broker (2) and allowing the execution of Au-
rora instances on an hardware and software ar-
rangement forming Aurora Service included in the
AWS RDS service to run AWS specific application
and share them to the Cloud Controller,

• an hardware and software arrangement forming at
least one Application environment (5) (App environ-
ment) for each Application (App A, App B, App C)
forming instances on aurora service , shared by the
cloud Controller in virtual services
"VCAP_SERVICES",

• an hardware and software arrangement forming a
Interface for the user.

[0020] To allow the Cloud Foundry Platform to use
AWS RDS services, a hardware and software arrange-
ment called Aurora Service Broker is used to communi-
cate with the AWS RDS Services making those available
to the user.
[0021] The Aurora Service Broker (2) is a hardware
and software arrangement placed between the Cloud

Foundry (1) and the AWS RDS Services (3) (also called
AWS RDS Aurora Services).
[0022] As illustrated by the figure 2, the user through
an interface, which can be for example a Command Line
Interface (CLI) or a Graphic User Interface (GUI), gen-
erate and send to the Cloud controller (1) instructions to
access AWS RDS Services through the Aurora service
broker (2). These instructions are for instances, "cf cre-
ate-service-broker", "cf market-place", "cf create-serv-
ice", "cf bind-service", "cf unbind-service", cf delete-serv-
ice":

• "cf create-service-broker" is for enabling cloud con-
troller to be connected with a specific service broker
(2)

• "cf market-place" is for enabling cloud controller to
generate a list of service in function of the connected
service broker,

• "cf create-service" is for enabling cloud controller (1)
to generate a command for provisioning service in-
stances with Id to the service broker (2) which will
generate a command "create instance" towards the
AWS cloud service (3) and returning back to cloud
controller (1) the reply of AWS cloud service. Cloud
controller is sending some information contained in
the reply to the user through router (4).

• "cf bind-service" is for enabling cloud controller (1)
to generate a command "Bind instance" transmitting
information "instance-Id" and "binding-id" for the
binding service to the broker (2) to enable broker to
send to AWS cloud service (3) a command "create
DB User" enabling the creation of a User in the Da-
tabase to retrieve in Database of the cloud the data
generated by each instances.

• "cf unbind-service" is for enabling cloud controller
(1) to generate a command "Unbind instance" trans-
mitting information "instance-Id" and "binding-id" for
the unbinding service to the broker (2) to enable bro-
ker to send to AWS cloud service (3) a command
"Delete DB User" enabling the deletion of a User in
the Database .

• "cf delete-service" is for enabling cloud controller (1)
to generate a command "Remove instance" trans-
mitting information "instance-Id" to the broker (2) to
enable broker to send to AWS cloud service (3) a
command "Delete instance" enabling the deletion of
the instance from cloud server (3).

[0023] In some embodiment, the Aurora Service Bro-
ker comprises for example a Sinatra application coded
in Ruby. Sinatra is a free and open source software web
application library and domain- specific language written
in Ruby. It is an alternative to other Ruby web application
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frameworks such as Ruby on Rails, Merb, Nitro, and
Camping.
[0024] A Cloud Broker is "an entity that manages the
use, performance and delivery of cloud services, and ne-
gotiates relationships between cloud providers and cloud
consumers
[0025] As illustrated by the figure 3, the Aurora Service
Broker comprise a hardware and software arrangement
which include at least a Rds Broker (20), a Rds Helper
(21), Credentials information memorized (22), Service
and Plans information memorized (23) in memory.
[0026] Rds Broker (20) is a first class that communi-
cates to cloud foundry platform by implementing API
which Cloud foundry platform calls. such as Authenticate,
Catalog, Provision, Poll for Provision, Poll for De-provi-
sion, Bind, Unbind, De-provision:

• Authenticate to authenticate the user or application
credentials;

• Catalog, this API respond to Cloud Controller with
Aurora Service Broker Services and Plans informa-
tion as for example in Json format, and the Cloud
Foundry platform shows this information to the user
by showing which user can select service and/or plan
or whether user is authorized or not to select service
and/or plan;

• Provision, this API manages to create Aurora service
instance on AWS passing through RDS helper mod-
ule, as per selected plan on created service instance
request send by the user;

• Poll for Provision/Deprovision;

• Blind, this API creates user for Aurora Database and
shares the connection details with credentials to the
Cloud Foundry platform in "VCAP_SERVICES" for
a particular application through the RDS Helper mod-
ule;

• Unbind, this API deletes the created user whish re-
sults in restricting the application to use the Aurora
database instance.

• De-provision, this API is responsible to delete the
provisioned Aurora instance from AWS on delete
service request though RDS Helper module.

[0027] Rds Helper (21) is a second class that imple-
ments methods called by Rds Broker class. This class
communicates with AWS (3) by using ’aws-sdk’ library
methods to perform requested operations on AWS (3)
and shares the information back to Rds Broker class.
Such instructions can be for example: Create Aurora in-
stance, Check for provision/deprovision, Create user for
database, Delete user of database, Delete Aurora in-
stance.

[0028] Credentials information memorized in a module
(22), which contains the credentials to authenticate the
service broker application, AWS (3) credentials and RDS
Aurora instance Administrator credentials.
[0029] Service and Plans information memorized in a
module (23), which can be separated in two sub modules:
Service and Plans. Service/Plans module can contain
the catalog information that RDS Broker class module
share with the platform, the catalog information can be
the services and plans details. By using this information,
Aurora instance of selected plan can be created on AWS.
[0030] In some embodiment, the RDS Broker verifies
in function of the instruction given by the Cloud Foundry
platform, the application credential using the credentials
contained in the Credentials module.
[0031] It will be easily understood upon reading the
present application that the particularities of the present
invention, as generally described and illustrated in the
figures, may be arranged and designed according to a
great variety of different configurations. Thus, the de-
scription of the present invention and the related figures
are not provided for limiting the scope of the invention
but simply illustrating selected embodiments.
[0032] One skilled in the art will understand that the
technical features of a given embodiment may in fact be
combined with features of another embodiment unless
the opposite is explicitly mentioned or if it is obvious that
these features are incompatible. Further, the technical
features described in a given embodiment may be iso-
lated from the other features of this embodiment unless
the opposite is explicitly mentioned.
[0033] It should be obvious for persons skilled in the
art that the present invention allows embodiments under
many other specific forms without departing from the field
defined by the scope of the appended claims, these em-
bodiments should be considered as an illustration and
the invention should not be limited to the details given
above.

Claims

1. Aurora Service broker (2) for Cloud Foundry platform
allowing the developer to provide, manage and scale
their application in a cloud wherein the Aurora Serv-
ice broker (2) comprise an hardware and software
arrangement (20, 21, 22, 23) consisting of at least
one processor and a memory provided with software,
the processor being able to execute software stored
in the memory to form an interface between the
Cloud Foundry Open source Platform and Amazon
Web Service (3) allowing the AWS Cloud Service
available to applications through Cloud Foundry plat-
form.
wherein the interface between the Cloud Foundry
Open source Platform and Amazon Web Service (3)
comprises an hardware and software arrangement
consisting of at least one processor and a memory
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provided with software, the processor being able to
execute software stored in the memory to form at
least a Rds Broker (20), a Rds Helper (21), Creden-
tials information memorized (22), Service and Plans
information memorized (23) in memory.

2. Aurora Service broker (2) according to claim 1,
wherein Rds Broker (20) is a first class that commu-
nicates to cloud foundry platform by implementing
API which Cloud foundry platform calls, such as Au-
thenticate, Catalog, Provision, Poll for Provision, Poll
for De-provision, Bind, Unbind, De-provision.

3. Aurora Service broker (2) according to claim 1 or 2,
wherein the Rds Helper (21) is a second class that
implements methods called by Rds Broker class to
communicate with AWS (3) by using ’aws-sdk’ library
methods to perform requested operations on AWS
(3) and shares information back to Rds Broker class.

4. Aurora Service broker (2) according to one of the
claims 1 to 3, wherein Credentials information (22)
are memorized in a module, which contains the cre-
dentials to authenticate the service broker applica-
tion, AWS (3) credentials and RDS Aurora instance
Administrator credentials.

5. Aurora Service broker (2) according to one of the
claims 1 to 4, wherein Service and Plans information
(23) are memorized in a module, which can be sep-
arated in two sub modules: Service and Plans, Serv-
ice/Plans module can contain the catalog informa-
tion that RDS Broker class module share with the
platform, the catalog information can be the services
and plans details.

6. Cloud Foundry platform system comprising at least:

• an hardware and software arrangement con-
sisting of at least one processor and a memory
provided with software, the processor being able
to execute software stored in the memory to form
a Cloud Controller (1).
• an hardware and software arrangement con-
sisting of at least one processor and a memory
provided with software, the processor being able
to execute software stored in the memory to form
at least one Application environment (5) each
running one Application (App A, App B, App C),
share by the cloud Controller in
"VCAP_SERVICES",
• an hardware and software arrangement con-
sisting of at least one processor and a memory
provided with software, the processor being able
to execute software stored in the memory to form
an Interface for the user,

wherein the Cloud Foundry platform comprise also

consisting of at least one processor and a memory
provided with software, the processor being able to
execute software stored in the memory to form an
Aurora Service Broker (2) according to one of the
claims 1 to 5.

7. Cloud Foundry platform system according claim 6,
wherein the hardware and software arrangement
forming a Aurora Service Broker (2) allows the exe-
cution of Aurora instances on an hardware and soft-
ware arrangement forming by Aurora Service includ-
ed in the AWS RDS service (3) to run AWS specific
application and share them to the Cloud Controller.
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